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$1.5 million loss
if ACLU wins suit
By Scott Sere
Muagiag Editor

Faff
frolic

WhOe itroNina through campus, you've probably
taken a moment to catch a glimpio of tho autumn
loavo* on thoir downward trip, only to hoar thorn
crunch beneath your foot, tut there's mora hora

proven. Jon Mowi,
Nyquitt, freshman (AtVS),
autumn's last tonlithulioii.

thooo students havo
A*S) and Frank
toko advantage of

do not have to pay the out-of-state
surcharge
President Hollis A Moore Jr. said
last April that the surcharge on out-ofstate students charged by Bowling
Green is equivalent to the subsidy provided by the state for state students
students

Revised figures indicate the
University could lose about $1 5 million
in non-residency fees if the American
Civil Liberties Union i ACLU I wins its
suit against the Board of Regents in
U.S. District Court
The loss would occur if all out-ofstate students at the University
registered as in-state students
ACLU has filed suit against the
Board of Regents, saying its residency
requirements for out-of-state students
are unconstitutional
Beuson Wolman. director of the Ohio
chapter of ACLU, said he expects court
action to begin before the end of the
year He said it will probably take the
court between two and three months to
a year to make a ruling
Although Ohio courts have ruled that
students voting in the town where they
attend college are residents of the
state, the Board of Regents does not
follow that ruling in charging fees
Out-of-state students at this University pay 1381 in non-resident fees in
addition to 1260 for tuition and general
fees
Glenn Van Wormer. dean of
admissions and records, said there are
1.338 out-of-state students enrolled
here this quarter.
However, he said some of the
graduate students receive stipends and

Recent decisions and actions by
other state courts have ruled out-ofstate non-resident fees unconstitutional
Aicording to the Daily Kent Stater.
Kent State University's student newspaper, out-of slate fees have been
abolished at the University of New
Mexico
It said the equal protection clause of
the Uth amendment of the U.S.
Constitution was cited as one reason in
the court's ruling
Wolman said this would be one of
the defenses used by the American
Civil Liberties Union when it presents
its case in U S District Court
On Oct 16. the Colorado Supreme
Court struck down a portion of a state
law that required students to spend a
full year-without going to college fulltime before they could begin the process of qualifying for in-state tuition
rates
In effect, (his ruling allows a student
at the University of Colorado to skip
the year ol living off-campus before
qualifying as an in -state student.
This case could also apply to Ohio
state schools, since the US. Supreme
Court has ruled states may not put oneyear residency
requirements on
persons applying for welfare benefits
If the Board ol Regents residency
requirements were
ruled unconstitutional, il would eliminate the provision that a student must live in Ohio
one year and be financially independent to be considered a state
student
Therefore, by meeting slate
residency
requirements.
students
could quality (or slate money lo higher
education
The U.S. Supreme Court ruling is
also being used in Ohio as a defense by
the Civil Liberties Union
Wolman said all University students
would be subject to a "minor fee hike"'
if ACLU wins the suit

Women's report: 'positive results'
By Kathy Fraie
News Editor
Just last December. Dr Greer
Litton Fox. chairperson ol the Faculty
Senate Ad Hoc Committee on the
Status of Women, was uncertain how
the senate would accept her committee's findings
At that time she presented a preliminary report which stated that a
pattern of discrimination against
women faculty members had been
detected
"THE EMOTIONAL atmosphere at
the time was incredible." she said
"You could have cut it with a knife "
But just this week the senate ended
the major portion of its deliberations
on the final committee report, and to
Dr. Fox the results were "highly
positive."
Making only a few changes in
wording, the senate approved almost
all of the committee's major recommendations,
including
proposals
calling for
-Equal treatment of both male and
female faculty members in terms of
hiring, promotions, salary rates and
tenure.
-A University day care center;

-Application of University policies
on temporary disabilities to childbirth
and pregnancy:
-Equal application of the University's leave of absence policy to both
married and unmarried women
THE ONLY MAJOR setback was the
senate's refusal to approve a recommendation calling for an assistant provost for women.
"That was the proposal that would
have definitely given us an in' with the
system," Dr Fox said
"There are so many different programs and studies going on now with
women that we need someone to
centralize all this information. That's
where the assistant provost would have
come in."
However, she was generally pleased
with the senate's actions
In fact, she viewed the change in
attitude from last December to this
fall as miraculous."
"A year ago we would have beer
booted out of the senate if we'd presented these recommendations." she
said
Although she said she can see "no
reason under the sun' why all the
recommendations shouldn't have
received senate approval, she did not

expect all ol them to be passed
SHE SAID a number ol activities and
events are responsible lor the senate's
change in attitude
line is the greater role women are
playing in politics, made doubly
apparent this summer during the Iwo
major political conventions
Dr Fox said there has been a great
consciousness raising'' ol women
across the nation
The change is also apparent on the
University level where courses aimed
specifically al Women have increased
by "50 to 100 percent in the past year,'
she said
Women faculty members have also
organized themselves into a women's
caucus that meets regularly
Now that Faculty Senate has
endorsed her committee's remm
mendations. it's up to other University
groups to carry through on moat ol
them
THE BOARD of Trustees is already
considering the possibility ol establishing a University day care center
However, no definite action has been
taken on any day care proposals as yel
Although pleased that the senate
endorsed equal employment practices.

Activities far from over

Voter office still in gear
The elections may be over, but activities at the Office of Voter Facilitation are not
Greg Jackson, director of the office,
is hoping (o expand his office's services
to encompass all campus political
activities
Since the office was established lasl
year, its activities have centered
mostly on voter-registration and
notarizing absentee ballots
HOWEVER. Jackson said he
believes there are enough political
activities on this campus to warrant
establishing one office to coordinate all
the programs
With the presidential elections out of
the way. the voter facilitation staff
could consider its work done and close
up shop
But with roughly 3.000 students
registered to vote in Wood County.
Jackson thinks his office could be of
service in local elections and to various
political organizations in the area
Before this week's election, he was
considering two alternatives for the
future of the office.
One was to ask the Student Body
Organization iSBOl to take over the
voter facilitation office

The other, wnich he now prefers, was
to bring all political activities on
campus- including debates and guest
speakers-under the supervision of one
office
AN EXPANDED non-partisan office
would take the responsibility for
informing the campus community
about local elections, especially ones
like the special election on the city
charter last week
It would also help student political
organizations set up campus offices
during elections, be responsible for
bringing political speakers to campus
and coordinate any other programs
designed to serve the voters
The University has permanently
assigned on campus office space to the
organization
Jackson said he's hoping to keep the
present office in 325 Williams Hall
since it provides easy access to
reference materials located in the political science department on the second
floor of the building.
Jackson and his staff are already
working on a new project--a survey to
determine student registration and
voting trends.
He and Ed Wickliffe. sophomore

i Ed. i. are directing the telephone
survey which will begin next week
WITH THE help of Interfraternity
Council volunteers, they will conlacl
2,600 students chosen at random by the
University computer
The survey will be concerned only
with (arls. not student opinions
Questions will cover registration.
party prelerences and absen(ee
balloting No names will be recorded
Jackson is hoping to use the survey
to determine how many students are
registered to vote, which parties have
the most student appeal, and possibly
the number of students registered to
vote in Wood County but still
considered out-of-state students for fee
purposes
Results of the survey should be available after Thanksgiving break.
JACKSON said his office has already
saved University students about $5,600
Since the office opened, staff members have notarized almost 7.000 absentee ballots, including 3.975 before this
week's election, for free. He said
normally, the charge for notarizing a
ballot is about 80 cents

she said all it really did was agree to
abide by the law
Because the University.is a federal
contractor, it is obligated not to
discriminate in its employment
policies on the basis of sex.
The University dues have an Office
of Equal Opportunity, but Dr Fox said
the staff isn't large enough to serve as
a watchdog on all University depart
mcnls
If departments take the attitude
thai (bey will continue as they have in
the pasl until Ihey get caught, there's

obviously not going to be any change in
employment practices. Dr. Fox said.
THE AD HOC Committee on the
Status of Women has disbanded, but
she said faculty women will renew
their efforts to equalize salaries for
female faculty.
She said they also hope to study the
(acuity contracts awarded for this
academic year to see if any efforts
were made to raise the number, rank
and tenure awards for female faculty
members

U.S. bombers hit North

Viets amass weapons
SAIGON iAIM - US B52 bombers
struck heavily in the southern reaches
of North Vietnam yesterday while both
sides busily stockpiled armaments
they will never need if peace comes to
Indochina
Both sides are hurriedly building up
armaments because the proposed
cease-fire would prohibit any introduction of additional weapons.
Another score of U.S. transport
planes landed at Saigon with hundreds
of tons of war supplies
A few miles away, imported American technicians assembled F5 jet
fighter bombers in the crash program
to build up South Vietnam's air force
THE B52 Stratofortrcsses dropped
more than 2.000 Ions of bombs in a 40by-130 mile area between the South
Vietnamese yuang Tri front and the
middle of North Vietnam's panhandle
The raids culminated a week of
intensified strikes that informants said
are in reaction lo many new sightings
of North Vietnamese trucks, tanks and
artillery pieces around and above the
northern battle area
Senior U S officials in Saigon said
strike planes freed by the recent
restrictions on raids in North Vietnam
were being employed elsewhere They
reported air eflorts had been doubled
in northern Laos, where North Vietnam is pushing its annual dry-season
olfensive.
THE SAIGON command reported
thai North Vietnamese and Viet Cong
attacks increased 25 per cent lasl week
but dropped to a three-week low of 65
during the 24 hours ending at dawn
Thursday
However, for the first time in
several weeks. North Vietnamese
forces stepped up shelling attacks
around Quang Tri on the extreme northern f ronl The enemy expended about
1.000 artillery, rocket and mortar
rounds suggesting they had been
resupplied

crash in the Mekong Delta Del 31 Two
Americans died from nonhostile
causes

Last week s fighting caused
unusually high casualties lor both
American and South Vietnamese
forces, the allied command reported
Seventeen Americans were killed in
action and two were wounded last
week The US death toll, the largest
in a month and third-highest in (he
seven-month enemy offensive,
included 15 victims of a helicopter

Reported
South
Vietnamese
casualties -598 killed and 2.548
wounded plus 123 missing-were the
highest since the second week of
August Enemy dead were put al 2.391
(or the week
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road to syndicalism

faculty senate
By WlllUm F. Backley Jr.
In what is becoming traditional procedure with University
committees. Faculty Senate voted Tuesday to recommend the
distribution of a questionaire to determine faculty and student
views on the early-out calendar proposal.
It may be months before any questionaire is distributed and
even longer, if ever, before the results of the survey are
released.
This happens all too often with committees that are afraid to
vote on an issue. It is commonly referred to as passing the buck.
Come on. Faculty Senate, get moving on this calendar proposal
before it is'too late to implement it.

aclu suit
"Out-of-state" students should give their full support to a suit
filed in the U.S. District Court demanding that the Board of
Regents' residency requirements for students be declared
unconstitutional.
The suit, filed by the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU),
challenges the regents' contention that a student cannot be
declared an Ohio resident unless he is financially independent
from his family.
If he or his family has just moved to Ohio, the regents demand
that at least one parent be employed here or that the student
produce positive proof he will work in this state within 12 months
of his graduation.
The ACLU is challenging the regents on the basis of voter
registration requirements, which say nothing about a student's
financial independence or a commitment to work here when he
graduates.
About 1.200 students at this University are classified as "outof-State," and as a result pay $381 more a quarter in fees than the
rest of us.
And yet some of these very same students are registered to
vote in this city.
The major argument for charging "out-of-state" students
extra fees is that they don't pay state taxes which support this
institution But. as the ACLU pointed out. these students are
already paying an Ohio sales tax, and if they work here, they also
pay the state income tax.
The regents' residency requirements are obviously discriminatory. We must support ACLU attempts to do away with
these measures.
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Mr. Edward I'ealh has lost a good bit
of the glamour he was supposed to
have achieved early in his term as
Prime Minister, primarily from the
fact of his being a totally nonglamorous prime minister.
I"is election as head of his party was
a surprise. His election as the
government of England was a surprise.
And mostly It tu a surprise, during
the early period, when be talked back
to the vested interests and, for a
period, held them at bay.
The vested interests, in England, are
primarily labor unions. They are the
nearest thing to an intractable force
ever seen in a parliamentary system.
THEY GREW particularly strong in
England because economic progress,
over the generations since the
industrial revolution, was viewed there
as a categorical affair.
England's idea of class made this
rather more natural than it would
seem in societies of atomic mobility,
like our own.
And, inevitably, the superstition
grew that it was labor union leaders
who are responsible for economic
advances. The English may yet perish
by that sword.
In the last years of Harold Wilson, he
came to acknowledge, in his circuitous
way, that something had to be done
about the labor unions-about the wildcat strikes, the jurisdictional strikes,
the inordinate leverage critical unions
exercise on the commonweal.
Accordingly he introduced reforms
that would have denied the unions
some of their outrageous powers over
the public.
NOTHING CAME of it. because
suddenly, unaccountably.
Harold
Wilson was defeated in a general
election: it was as if Providence had
intervened to keep him from having to
face a crisis, which has been Harold
Wilson's lifelong goal.
But when Heath replaced Wilson, the
structural problems remained. For a
while it appeared as though Heath
would face the problem down and
restore the balance of economic
power.
In the early months of his
administration
he surprised and
delighted his constituents by taking a
tough line. But the opposition was
gathering forces.
And it is critical to remember this
about a parliamentary opposition . If it
is the natural ally of the forces that are
being contained, it most always will
jump to their defense as a matter of
instinct and necessity.
It is one thing for a Labor
Government in England to propose and
even enact reforms at the expense of
organized labor leadership. Something
quite other for a Tory Government to
do so while labor, in opposition, stands
by.
MR. HEATH accordingly bumped
into Harold Wilson, who has spent all
his public life in a turnstyle and found
himself on this occasion colliding
against almost exactly the same
reforms he had himself, however
obliquely, proposed.
The initial victories were Heath's
But then came a series of strikes-two
in particular. It is impossible to
exaggerate their extraordinary effect.
The first, in the winter of 70-71. was a
postal strike. It went on and on and

on. The English being a hardy race,
they survived it, and indeed made
marvelously ingenious improvisations.
Much more serious was last winter's
coal miner's strike, which brought
England closer to iron discomfort than
anything since the war.
Edward Heath, one infers, thought
that surely England was now
sustaining the assault from a monopoly
labor union that would galvanize the
country behind labor reforms. He
appears to have been quite wrong

NOTWITHSTANDING

the

inconvenience, there was widespread
public support for the strikers. In part

there was sympathy for the hard
working conditions of the miners-that
much is routine.
But in part the English seemed to be
saying that work-for-profit simply isn't
all that important; that if conditions
are not congenial, never mind the paythink about other things.
It is recorded that when the new
contracts were finally drawn, there
was a rush of young men who did in
fact desire work in the mines, in return
for enticing wages.
Even so. a heavy net appeared to
have descended on the Conservative
Government, whose movements have
been sluggish, and disoriented It

appears to be struggling against the
knowledge that, maybe, nobody really,
really cares.
So now. in his latest crisis. Mr
Heath, having failed to persuade the
trades unions to abide by a cost-ofliving regulator, is prepared to go to
wage and price controls
The English have of course tried
them before. The controls have never
worked All they accomplish is formal
economic discipline.
Formal economic discipline is a way
station to syndicalism; corporativism,
facism-call it what you will, and be
sad

i_eTTers_

bureaucratic bumbling
At their meeting on November 7.
Faculty Senate once again failed either
to endorse or turn down the one-year
trial of the "early-out" calendar.
On the surface, such activity can be
viewed as harmless, but irritating,
bureaucratic bumbling.
But more fundamentally, the
procedures and results of the Senate's
considerations indicate some confusion
over the role of a deliberative body and
the tasks of those representative
elected positions.
FIRST, SOME brief history on the
question of the Academic Calendar to
illustrate the depth of Faculty Senate's
difficulties. Before last spring.
Faculty Senate considered the matter
of changing the calendar
After some confusion the Senate
decided not to decide and sent the issue
to a Study Committee to draft more
specific proposals.
In May the
Committee presented Senate with
three alternatives.
Senate again debated, discussed, and
faltered, unable to decide-that is.
unable to decide anything except not to
decide. Three proposals were sent to
the Senate Executive Committee
(SEC I for their recommendations.
In their November 7 meeting SEC
made their suggestion (6 votes to 1)
that the "early-out" calendar be
adopted President Hollis A Moore
was in attendance and he urged
adoption.
The BG News editorial of that day
urged adoption. A resolution passed
last spring by SBO urged adoption. All
six elected officers of SBO were
present, and they unanimously urged
adoption.
SENATE BOLDLY decided not to
decide on the issue, passing a
resolution calling for a questionnaire
to be used to solicit faculty and student
opinion on the matter.
This leaves us wondering what
Faculty Senate thinks a deliberative
body is and what one ought to do.
Suppose, for example, that in the
United States Senate a legislator rises
to his feet and suggests that certain
other Senators don't know what their
constituents want and proceeds to
advocate legislation calling for a
nation-wide poll to settle the matter.
(Further suggesting that he himself
doesn't know what is best for his own
constituency.)
Suppose any other deliberative body
depended upon the tortuous process of

informing the populous of alternative
sides to a question and then sat back
and waited for the poll results to pile
in.
Such an organization would cease to
be a deliberative body at all It would
become a sham.
FACULTY SENATE'S resolution of
November 7 is tantamount to saying
that SBO. its officers, and its staff are
incapable of representing students and
of performing the tasks of the positions
to which they were elected-to decide
on questions of student interest, what
is. in fact, in the interest of students
If we. as SBO officers, adopted such
an attitude, we would still be polling
studen'.s of their views on Issue 2
We would still be polling students on
whether or not to advocate a
subcommittee on Budget Council
instead of having already advanced
proposals. We would be polling
students about issues instead of acting
on those issues.
SBO has carefully looked at the
"early-out" calendar We have argued
for its adoption even while we are
cognizant of the split in winter quarter
and the difficulties so often spoken of
at Senate meetings

THE FACT REMAINS that under
the old semester system, and at Miami
University, which has an "early-out"
calendar, students and the faculty
somehow managed
What the proposed change could do is
give students a better chance of getting
jobs, a point too little spoken of at
Senate meetings Senate may feel SBO
is incapable of discerning what is
better for students; we do not.
We wonder what Faculty Senate
thinks of its own role, viewing its
inability not to decide in favor of the
calendar change, but in its failure to
decide anything at all.
Maybe the Senators feel their own
SEC can not evaluate the proposal Or
perhaps the Senators can not
themselves decide on controversial
questions without the aid of a Gallop
poll
Jeff Sherman, president

George Miller, vice president
Steve Miller, coordinator, state and
community affairs
Bill

Arnold,

coordinator, academic
affairs
Chris McCracken. coordinator.
cultural affairs
PeteKotsatos. student representative
to the Board of Trustees

waiting for peace
On a rainy November 7. nineteen
hundred and seventy-two. American
voters showed the world their wishes
and have retained Richard M. Nixon
for the Presidency of the United
States
If George McGovem had been
elected the domestic programs would
have needed time to be put into effect.
But one plank of McGovern's
platform cannot be hidden under the
Nixon landslide of righteousness this
country had decided to be led by. This
one philosophy the voter has spumed is
the McGovern peace plan for Vietnam
AFTER THE January 20
inauguration every American soldier
dying to military actions in Indochina,
that death of a productive living human
being, must be placed on the
conscience of every Nixon voter.
For every Vietnamese child who
neither knows the meaning of
democracy or communism but realizes
as he kneels over his dead mother that
she will never be able to explain the
difference, or his sister's body will
never be gathered for burial: or his
father's face will be only a distant
memory-lhese circumstances of death
cannot be placed anywhere but in the
voters and their conscious that chose to
continue the war ever so honorablv.

War knows no innocence, but the
Nixon partisans must bear and live
with the responsibility they delegated
to Richard Nixon-the conscience must
ache with every casualty report as
legless and one-arm men come home
from "our proudest moment ''
On this rainy day after a poster still
hangs in my apartment and which I
desired so dearly to believe in goes "the wind across this great land is
whispering peace."
THE WIND is no longer even a
breeze as breath has left the Kennedy
years. They are no longer, as are the
attempts of McCarthy and McGovern
But once again the banner will be
picked up by some distant hope and
carried till it meets success
and the
wind of peace drives the dove above,
higher and higher
McGovern had so much more to offer
this nation than election returns
displayed And as in most parts of life
only time will allow us to realize and
acknowledge
Now you have your right for four
more years as the rain comes still
colder
Please hurry peace
and time
Nick Thomas
Winthrop South Apts

bordering on 1984'
By choosing Richard Nixon to
continue as this country's president for
four more years, the American voting
public has shown its lack of concern for
the values of honesty and excellence in
government
Nixon has failed to carry out his
pledge to end the Vietnam war At the
same time he has undertaken the
largest
bombing campaign
in
American history and is supporting an
extremely corrupt and authoritarian
regime in Saigon
Nixon has almost succeeded in
transforming the economy of this
country into a complete shambles
Inflation is still increasing as is
unemployment and foreign trade
imbalances Perhaps his one major
attempt at "curbing inflation'' has
been his veto of the pollution control
bill

BY USING secrecy as one of his
major tools. Nixon has conned the
majority of the American voting public
into believing that he knows best
His administration's lack ol regard
for civil liberties and conslitulional
rights tend to border on "18S4." His socalled secret plan to end the war is
another example of his supposedly
superior knowledge concerning the
government of this country
Congress seems to have losi its
governing role and is acting mostly in
the role of overriding the Nixon veto*
of major social bills
The Nixon administration in the last
four years has drifted away from
government of. by and for the people I
fear to speculate what will happen in
the next four years
Chris Mack*
450 BM
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Faculty Senate still has final say

Council advocates S/U for English
Academic
Council
recommended Wednesday
that Faculty Senate adopt a
temporary S/U grading
policy for English 111/112.
If the senate adopts such a
proposal. English 111/112
classes will be graded on an
SU basis beginning
immediately, instead of by

the letter-grading system
now used
The Council also recommended that Faculty Senate
reconsider its position on the
pass/no record grading proposal for English 111-112.
DR. STUART Givens. a

member of the council, said
the purpose of these recommendations is "to get away
from using grades In
English 111/112."
However, he said
Academic Council can only
recommend that such
changes be made

Unifersity marching band
members will be passing
"Back the Band" containers
at this Saturday's football
game with Dayton in an
effort to finance a possible
trip to the Tangerine Bowl
this year should the Falcons
win the conference title
An estimated $25,000 will
be needed to cover the
expenses for 168 bandsmen,
cheerleaders and Freddie
Falcon
The Marching Band will
be performing its third
annual concert in the Grand
Ballroom. Union, on
Monday. Nov 13. at 8 p m
Donations for the Tangerine
Bowl trip will be accepted.
Directed by Mark S
Kelly, associate professor of
performance studies and
Jon Piersol. assistant professor of music theory and
literature, the band will
feature highlights of Us pregame and half-time shows
from this year's football
season

In

other

action,

the

council heard a report by the
chairman. Acting Provost
Dr. Michael Ferrari, on the
proposal to establish a
College of Allied If ealth
In his report. Dr Ferrari
said he has been collecting
opinions from various college councils and will put

newsnoTes

Band to
collect for
Fla. trip

DR. GIVENS also said the
proposal to change English
111112 grading to pass no
record would be resubmitled
to Faculty Senate by Dr.
Wallace Pretzer. one of the
original proponents of the
plan

Lancione. who is the current House
minority leader, will be in line for the
speaker's job since Democrats won
control of the lower chamber in Tuesday's election

Chancellor Willy Brandt said yesterday as he launched the closing phase
of a tough re-election battle.
Brandt, winner of the 1971 Nobel
Peace Prize, praised the new treaty
with Communist East Germany as
indispensable for seeking "a new era
of secure peace "
Under the West German-East German treaty, initialed in Bonn on Wednesday. 11 days before the election,
the rival German regimes at last normalize their relations They will prepare for United Nations membership
and provide humanitarian steps such
as more visits across the border
dividing them.

European talks
HELSINKI. Finland lAPI - The
Finnish government formally invited
34 nations yesterday to attend
exploratory talks for the European
security and cooperation conference
here, scheduled to start Nov. 22.
The invitations were delivered to
the representatives here of the 34
nations, including the U.S.

Calley appeal
WASHINGTON (API - The Army
Court of Military Review will open
hearings Dec. 4 on 1st Lt William
Calley's appeal from his murder
conviction in the My Lai massacre
case
The hearing is part of the long
procedure under which Calley's
conviction is reviewed up through the
chain of command.

Cold war ends
BONN, Germany (API - For Germany "the cold war is at an end,"

Tuition freeze
WILMINGTON (API - Wilmington
College has declared a tuition freeze
for incoming freshmen students
beginning next fall.
School officials said the plan will
guarantee the new students and succeeding classes a five-year, one-price
annual tuition.
Tuition this year is J635 per semester. Tuition has been raised at an
average rate of 10 per cent a year
since 1966

House speaker
COLUMBUS (API - Gov John J
Gilligan yesterday said he expects
House Minority Leader A. G.
Lancione of Bellaire to be elected
House speaker when the 110th
General Assembly meets in January
Gilligan. at a telephone news conference with out-of-town radio and
television stations, said he thought
Lancione would be "an outstanding
choice" for the post.

The three-hour 166th
weekly session brought
sharp
recriminations
between the opposing
Vietnamese delegates. The
U.S. delegation exuded confidence and avoided the
polemics.

at the end of the sessions "I
am optimistic that an
additional private meeting
is going to take place
relatively soon, that the
matters still unresolved will
be taken care of and agreement will be reached."

THE U.S. delegation
spokesman.
David
Lambertson. told newsmen

Lambertson indicated thai
the forthcoming secret
meeting would be between

THE COUNCIL also asked
Dr Ferrari to submit as
soon as possible all available
information concerning the
proposal to adopt a new academic calendar
Dr. Givens said once all
the information
is
evaluated, a decision as to
whether there should be a
change will be made.
Under the proposed calendar, the school year would
begin in early September
and end in May.
President I'ollis A. Moore
Jr. said the purpose of the
new calendar, is to increase
the chance of students
obtaining work after the end
of classes

of

th*

BGSU

Marching

Band

practice march formations in preparation for
their appearance at the Falcon-Oaylon Flyers
football gam* tomorrow afternoon.

City weighing proposal
for recreational center

CLEVELAND (API - Dr Walter B
Waetjen. executive vice president lor
the University of Maryland system,
was named president of Cleveland
State University yesterday effective
next Feb. 1

Bowling Green is considering a proposal
that would boost its recreation programs by
constructing a new recreation center
Eli Joyce, city recreation director, said the
center would include an indoor-outdoor pool,
a gymnasium and game, exercise, senioi
citizens and meeting rooms.
An ordinance which would authorize $5,000
to study the feasability of the project
received its first reading at last Monday
night's city council meeting.

President Nixon's advisor,
Henry A Kissinger and Le
Due Tho. the Politburo
member from North
Vietnam.
Kissinger and Tho last
miinlh negotiated a dralt
agreement later published in
MltllM by Hanoi. North
Vietnam set Oct. 31 as the
deadline for signature, but

Kissinger said several
points remained to be
clarified.
North Vietnam and the
Viet Cong continued yesterday to assail the United
States for failing to meet the
Oct 31 deadline and charged
that the Nixon administration was determined to
pursue the war

"A STUDY ON the project has to be done
to determine the location of the center, the
programs and the activities of the center,
and the financing of it," Joyce said.
1,'e said the city will need federal funds or
other monetary benefits before any definite
plans could be made.
Proposals to construct an aquatic center at
the University might affect the city's allotment of funds.
Dr. Samuel Cooper, director of the
physical education department and member
of the city recreation board, said a new aquatic center within five years is a definite
possibility.

presenting

Don't Miss

Members

CSU president

Peace delegation optimistic
PARIS (API - The US."
delegation at the Vietnam
peace talks expressed
renewed optimism yesterday that peace was near
despite another fruitless
session at the conference
table
This optimism was reflected neither by the Communist side nor by the
Saigon delegation.

them together in a summarized form for presentation to Council in the near
future.
If adopted, the proposal
would establish a college
which deals specifically
with such health services as
nursing, bio-medical
records, and therapy.

"The Board of Trustees submitted budget
requests for the next five years and the
physical education department was one of
the top priorities, " Dr Cooper said
DR. COOPER, like Joyce, said little can be
done until a source of funds can be determined
But the real question is-are the two pools
necessary'
"A lew years ago we opened up some
facilities for community use, granted they
pay their share." Dr. Cooper said "Like the
Ice Arena. I'd like to see the city and the
University get together on an aquatic
center "
Ke said be would like to tee the University's aquatic center bouse a diving pool, a
beginner pool, an indoor competitive pool
and an outdoor pool.
"As a member of the city recreation
board. 1 think if the city and the University
do work together on the aquatic center, the
possibility of a recreation center without a
pool should still be considered," Dr. Cooper
said
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We're out of our trees over our 17 new baby squirrels!!
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Falcons vs. Dayton
Perry Field
Dads Day Tickets
Now on Sale at
Memorial Hall
Siudenls
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Cindy Raffath

Cindy Cherol

Mindy McMillan

Karen Rhodeback

Kathy Guckert

Jan Minifie

Bonnie Richardson

Pam King

Debbie Meinank

Carol Rider
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Debbie Mosher

Becky Rozzo

Robin Schaefet

The Sisters of Alpha Gamma Delta

S3 00

Buy One Sundae
at regular price
Get Second at

S5 00

Be There.'

HEY
SPORT!
THE NAVY OFFICER INFO
TEAM WILL HAVE A T-34
"ACROBATIC TRAINER
AIRCRAFT ON CAMPUS

TODAY
THE TEAM WILL BE GIVING FREE DEMONSTRATION
RIDES TO ALL MEN WHO WISH TO QUALIFY ON
THE NAVY AVIATION APTITUDE TEST - NO OBLIGATION OF COURSE.
THE NAVY OFFICER TEAM WILL BE ON HAND
TO ADMINISTER APTITUDE TESTS AND DISSEMINATE INFORMATION ON ANY OFFICER PROGRAMS
OF THE U.S. NAVY.
NO MATTER WHAT YOUR MAJOR, IF THE NAVY
AND NAVAL AVIATION SOUNDS APPEALING,
TALK TO THE INFO TEAM AND TAKE A FREE
PLANE RIDE.

TALK TO THE TEAM TODAY IN UNIVERSITY
HALL FROM 9 AM TO 5 PM.
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11% Price
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Election baffles those abroad
By William L Ryu
AP Sfjadal CarrcifMaral
Foreign reaction to President Nixon's personal victory reflects bafflement. To
people abroad, the result
seemed a mandate for continuation of Nixon policies,
but in terms of the national
legislature he remains a

minority President.
That couldn't happen in a
parliamentary system of the
sort Britain implanted in
many nations around Ihe
world. As for Communist nations, long sealed off from
the democratic process, the
result likely is beyond the
comprehension of most.
The difference

between

the US. and parliamentary
systems stands out in bold
relief this year because only
nine days before the Americans, their Canadian neighbors also went through a
federal election The results
suggest, among other things,
an unlikelihood that men
ever will achieve the perfect
democratic apparatus.

Donation to assist UCF
The United Christian
Fellowship (UCF) has
received $2,500 to establish a
community service program
aimed specifically at
Spanish-Americans, the
poor and young people.
The money was donated
by the Coordinating Committee on National Crisis
(CCNC) of the American
Lutheran Church
Rev. Eugene Keil. asso-

ciate director of the UCF
center, said the new program would "hopefully, include working with
volunteer groups from local
churches who are already
involved in volunteer programs or who want to initiate programs to serve
people in their area."
THE FIRST UCF
community service program

THURSDAY IS STl'DKNT NITE-ll.t* - ID'S REQUIRED!
SUNDAY OPENING Til. 3 P.M. - ADULTS 111

HELD OVER 2nd BIG WEEK!
Evi

7. 9 30

Sal & Sun

2.4 30.7.9 30

was a tutoring project at
Perrysburg Heights established eight years ago.
Since then UCF activities
have expanded to include
tutoring programs for
Toledo and Bowling Green
schools, a recreation program at Perrysburg
Heights, and projects at the
Community Nursing Home.
UCF community service
programs are coordinated
by a full-time worker whose
services are paid for
through a $1,700 donation
(rom the Methodist Church.
Anyone wishing to volunteer for any UCF program
should contact Peter
Mannon, community service
coordinator, at the UCF
center, 353-8912

ONE BRITISH newspaper
commented that the U.S.
vote makes Nixon one of the
most powerful presidents of
the century, with a virtual
blank-check mandate But
that overlooked Nixon's lack
of control of the Congress.
One fault of the parliamentary system-illustrated
in Canada-seems to have
been that a prime minister
could be enormously
powerful. In relative terms
he could be far more powerful than a US president
The parliamentary system
requires popular voting for
members of the lower house
of the national legislature
The party winning the most
seats forms the government.
Its leader in the House
becomes prime minister and
he draws his cabinet from
l.'ouse members, who
remain House members.
IN INK. Pierre Elliott
Trudeau's Liberals won a
landslide. House of
Commons members tend to
toe the party line rather
than risk discipline, and this
makes a majority prime
minister powerful, subject
to practically no legislative
rein on his will.
This year, however, the

MR. ED'S

the

^^entpeo^

If President Nixon were
in the position of a prime
minister, he could be ousted
by a vote of no confidence
(rom a hostile legislature
As it is, he will rule at least
two and perhaps four more
years without a Congressional majority.
FOREIGNERS are
puzzled by the spectacle of a
president with a powerfullooking popular mandate
subject to frustration by a
legislature that is not
obliged to bend to his will.
While some will not even
try to fathom this, each
capital is likely to read the
result as it chooses to see it.
Thus in Indochina one side
will see a popular endorsement of Nixon's Vietnam
course; the other will say
the outcome resulted from a
vast deception of the voting
population
In the Middle East, one
side will see a strong
endorsement of support for
Israel, the other a confirmation of the notion that U.S.
politics is dominated by
Zionism.
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TEL AVIV i API - Israeli
warplanes swept across the
Syrian frontier twice yesterday downed two Syrian jet
fighters, destroyed a Soviet
SAM anti-aircraft missiles
battery and bombed artillery concentrations, the
military command said
The Israelis said all their

BARBfiA STREISAND OMAR SHARKFUNNY GIRL"
liCHNOJlUR- WUHttlSMr* »> <U>

planes returned safely but
Syrian communiques over
Damascus radio claimed
four Israeli planes were shol
down
K senior officer of the
Israeli general staff
described the lighting as
some of the heaviest on the

HBDHHa

THEATRE

Judith Crist is laying about the new film
by the producer and director Of "JOG"

THURSDAY IS STUDENT NITE • SI.oil - I.U.'S REQIiRhn?
SUNDAY - OPENING Til. 3 P.M. - ADULTS Si i

"WONDERFULLY LUNATIC! WILD AND
WITTY! A win ol brash situations, all ol them
craiily relevant. At tunny and as piercing a bit ol
social satire at these crazy sexrti up movie day*
require! An irreverent and perceptive bit about sex
education!"
WOTTMl IMST. *»- V««t M**.,.«
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WINNER OF g ACADEMY AWARDS!
OPEN DAILY FROM 11:00
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Tomato &
Chease
$1.20

Tomato &
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EVERY PIZZA BAKED TO ORDER
Combination Subm anne Sandwich
Ham & Cheese Su xnarine Sandwich .
Steak Sandwich
Steak Special Sane wich
w/Cheese & Mu shrooms
Pizza Sauce

ISRAELI planes then
swept over the Golan
('eights to attack Syrian gun
positions and were
challenged by Syrian .
lighters
It was this dogdght that
two Syrian planes, identified
as Soviet-made MIG2ls.
were shot down The Syrian
communique said two Israeli planes were shot down in
the dogfight and two more
by anti-aircraft lire.
Syria reported its pilots
balled out over Syrian territory and the Israeli planes
were seen to crash on
Israel's side ol the lines

reg.'13.00-»9.75

Deluxe
Complete
$7.65

10'

Pepperoni
Sausage
Mushrooms
Green Peppers
Onions
Anchovies

THE SENIOR officer
described the Syrian targets
hit as one SAM missile site
surrounded by anti-aircraft
batteries, four Syrian army
forward positions and a
number of artillery concentrations along the frontier.
Israeli planes struck first
at two guerrilla bases along
the cease-fire line in the
northern sector of the Golan
Heights in retaliation for
recent guerrilla attacks
against Israel, the military
command said in Tel Aviv
Damascus radio reported
one soldier was killed and
two were wounded
Shortlv after this raid.

Syrian artillery opened up
on Israeli army positions
and civilian settlements
near the cease-lire line,
wounding two civilians, the
Israeli spokesman said. A
Syrian
communique
asserted the targets were
heavily damaged

Turtleneck Sweaters

12"

20"

Syrian border in more than
two years.
Ve said Syrian artillery
pumped thousands ol shells
into Israeli army and
civilian settlements along a
25-mile front, wounding two
civilians and one soldier

Sweater Specials

10"

Tomato &
Cheese
$5.80

' i " <"•>■ ***"* ° *•' '^ "Ch'»««f*« cium-

but," a one act play eoenlnf tonight at • in the Joo I. Brawn
Theatre.

Israeli, Syrian fighting
'heaviest in two years'

IS NOW
ir«'

result was a dead heat and
meant neither major party
could rule without the
support of the socialists.
Canada now, in all probability, must have a new
election soon and try to
dispel some of the confusion
and uncertainty.

NEXT - Nicholas and Alexandra

Vests
reg. 9.00-4.99
reg. 6.00-2.99

THE POWDER PUFF
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Harwood queries media study
By Bart Bracker
Featare Writer
The scheduled speech by
Dr. Kenneth Harwood Wednesday evening, was in
reality, more of an open discussion with the 40 or 50 persons in his audience.
Dr. Harwood. dean of the
School of Communication
and Theatre at Temple
University, had titled his
talk "What is the Best Way
to Abolish Undergraduate
Studies in Mass Communication."
But while that title set up
some guidelines for the discussion. Dr Harwood set
himself up as more of a
moderator than lecturer.

"We could abolish undergraduate students, or make
the studies so unattractive
that no one will want to take
them or forget about them
altogether." he suggested.
"Of course it is very difficult lo do any of those
things Therefore, if you're
going to have undergraduate
studies in mass communication, what are you going to
do about them or with
them''"
Explaining that aims and
goals in the study of mass
communication may be
dependent on one's positkm-undergraduate.
graduate,
faculty, general public or

legislator-Dr Harwood conducted "a little market
research."
After a brief polling of the
audience, and a comparison
of those results with the
results of a poll conducted
on a much larger scale at
Temple. Dr. Harwood concluded that production, performance and writing are
areas of mass communication in which undergraduates are typically the most
interested
"THE QUESTION is then
-are undergraduate students
getting what they think they
ought to have," Dr.

DR. HARWOOD outlined
several ways to abolish
undergraduate studies in
mass communication

War vets
to meet
Monday
The Bowling Green Vietnam Veterans Against the
War iVVAWi will hold an
organizational meeting Monday at 8 p m in the Taft
Room. Union
Topics for discussion will
include goals and objectives,
draft and enlistment
counseling, a newsletter,
community support, fundraising and ROTC education
programs
Jeff Budd. junior lEd I
and spokesman for the
group, said. "Vietnam
Veterans Against the War is
not for jungle fighters only.
It's for any veteran of any
service who is against the
war and for those veterans
who want to try to do something lo benefit their community.

Dent be fooled by th* cotton-candy clouds,
shining royt, ond loofy boughs. Winter's just
around the corner--perhaps only days away.

Harwood said. "And only an
undergraduate can answer
that question
"So. undergraduates, are
you getting what you think
you ought to have?" he
asked
A male student in the bark
of the room immediately
shook his head and voiced a
need for more film courses
The man sitting a couple
of chairs away from him
good-naturedly interjected.
"Understand. Dean Harwood. that that comes from
someone who's getting more
film courses than most
people.
A young man near the
front said it was hard to
judge what was larking in
the curriculum here unless
one had something with
which to compare it.
Dr. Harwood nodded at
each comment, sometimes
commenting himself but
more often bringing someone else into the discussion.

"Are we going to do all
that for undergraduates?"
someone asked.

YET AS THE talk rolled
on. one got the feeling that
somehow the dean had complete control of the debate,
knew where it was headed
and had indeed planned for
just such a direction.
One man spoke about a
cheapening of skills in mass
communications
I don t
think our students--or weare walking tall enough in
our undergraduate classes,"
he said
Through a joint process.
the audienre-turnedspeakers and Dr I'arwood
arrived at a list of professional qualities, including
--Ethical standard?.
(evangelism i.
-Social awareness.
•-Long,
specialized
training:
-Some form of licensing
external to the prolession,
-A cumulative body of
knowledge:
-Continuing research.
-Continuing development
of theory.

New electorate rejecting
old-style, big-city politics

Nixon begins 'shakeup'
By Gaylord Skew
Associated Press Writer

KEY BISCAYNE. Fla
(API - As the first of hundreds of standby resignations reached his desk.
President Nixon worked yesterday on his executive
branch shake-up
Kis aim is to squeeze the
fat out of the bureaucracy
while making it more efficient in his second term.
Press secretary Ronald L.
Ziegler said Nixon conferred
with key aides at his bayfront compound and spent
some time alone "thinking
through in a more intensive
way than he has before" the
methods of reshaping his
second administration
Within hours after his reelection. Nixon instructed
all his appointees to turn in
pro forma resignations
Offers to resign traditionally
follow a president's re-elec-

tion, but seldom if ever has
tradition been underscored
by a White House announcement of the fact
ZIEGLER said Nixon's
instructions apply also to
officials appointed by
department heads or
Cabinet members There
are hundreds-perhaps
several thousand-of such
political appointees
The President wanted to

"clear the slate" so he could
have "a free hand lo form
his second term administration through appointment
and reappointment." Ziegler
said

He said the process of
drafting
reorganization
plans will continue through
late November and early
December with meetings
with individual Cabinet
members.

"WHY NOT?"
Dr.
Harwood
answered.
"They're people, too.
"According to what I've
seen in classrooms here and
in Philadelphia, undergraduates want pre-professional
training, "hesaid
Dr. I'arwood suggested a
"specialized
school, "--a
school somewhere between
the strictly professional
approach of law and the
wholly liberal arts
approach
With a little help from his
audience, the dean concluded that undergraduate
studies in mass communication should
"not be
abolished, but profes
sion.ilized to a degree that
they have not been professionalized before '

By David M. Goldberg
Associated Press Writer
CHICAGO (API-The last
of the old-style big-city political organizations is not
dead But it's declining
slowly under the wave of a
better-educated electorate
that is not blindly loyal to
the party
Like the primary election
in March, Tuesday's election showed clearly that to
win in Chicago and in Illinois, a Democratic candidate needs more than just
the endorsement of Mayor
Richard J Daley But it also
showed that given the right
candidate, the organization
can still be effective.
CONSIDER these contrasting results
--Sen.
George
S.
McGovern. the Democratic
presidential
candidate,
carried Chicago by 170.000
votes-not nearly the margin
a Democratic candidate
needs to carry Illinois: but
not bad considering
McGovern's showing nation-

Your
move

BUI Doslok. junker (Ed.), right, and John Schuck. sophomore
(B.A.), participate in a checker tournament at part of OHenhauer Tower's "dormitory Olympic*." Perhaps Mark SHvorstein, sophomore (B A.), center, has bets on the wk

wide and the resentment
against him by Chicago
Democrats who still were
upset at their delegation's
removal from the Democratic National Convention
-Daniel Walker, the
Democrat who was elected
governor, beat the organization in the primary and had
its lukewarm support in the
general election He carried
the city by slightly more
than McGovern, was beaten
soundly in the suburbs, but
made up for that by running
almost even downstate
-A near-sweep by Democratic candidates at the pat

ronage-rich bottom of the
Democratic ticket, where
straight-ticket voting
showed up most obviously
Despite heavy Republican
margins in the suburbs, the
Democrats elected a circuit
court clerk, a coroner, a
recorder of deeds and two of
the three sanitary district
trustees.
To a lesser extent, the ticket-splitting pattern showed
up in the vote for president.
DESPITE weekly campaign trips here and Daley's
strong, if belated endorsement, McGovern lost a num-

ber ol blue and white-collar
wards that usually go Democratic And he won narrowly
in others
Most Chicago politicians
now agree that this means
that lewer voters than
before will blindly pull the
lever that allows them to
vote a straight Democratic
ticket I nun president down
to Military district trustees
What's happening in Chicago is what happened
earlier in most other
cities, says one Democrat
"People are looking more at
the candidate, not his party
affiliation."

"DOMINOS STRIVES FOR FASTER
PIZZA DELIVERY"
0. MATROWE, Mgr.

The first of the letters of
resignation already have
reached Nixon's desk, but
the spokesman said "the
President has made no decision on who will stay and
who will leave."

U.
Campus
Flicks
_
■
& cartoons
A. Fri.-Nov. 10 - Getting Straight"
0
6, 8:30 and 11:00 21 OM-Sc.
'1.00 with I. D."
" Sat.-Kov. 11 - "I Love My Wife"
6:00,8:00 and 10:00 210 M-Sc.
Free with I.D.

POPCORN WIU BC StRVtD

Do you use an
after shave jus
smell good?

3 FREE „ COKES
- with any large Pizza Tonight -■

If you thought after shave lotions were just to smell good,
that's only half the story. After shave lotions help heal nicks and
re-establish the skin's proper acid/alkali balance
after a shave. (Bet you didn't know that, did you?
But smelling nice is, after all, the nicest thing
about finishing off a shave. So why not smell great?
English Leather, has three ways to
accomplish this. English Leather Regular, Lime
and Timberline-. In After Shave or Cologne.
So that even if you do use an after shave just
to smell good, you'll smell better than just good.
ENGLISH LEATHER MAKES IT A LITTLE NICER
TO FACE THE DAY.

FAST, FREE, HOT DELIVERY
Call tonight and take advantage
of our Friday night Special!

352-5221
Dommos People are Pizza People Period
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GSS sets goals

Safety violations cited

Cyclists face crackdown
City police will begin to
put wme teeth in local traffic laws by cracking down on
bicyclists violating specific
safety rules.
Wesley K. Hoffman, city
safety-service director, said
so far violations have been
ignored, but because of a
large number of complaints
to city hall and city council,
action is being taken.
Ke said the two major violations are riding at nighl
without lights and going
through stop signs and red
lights
"We are going to get tough
on these two violations
because they are the most
dangerous ones." he said
LESSER violations
include more than two

people riding on one bike
and two or three bicyclists
riding abreast, which Hoffman said, "puts the
motorist in a bad position."
Me said the biggest bicycle
problem in the city involves
juveniles
"They don't understand a
lot of the regulations and
Ihey aren't that careful." he
said.
Hoffman said it's important that bicyclists ride with
the traffic. "Maybe the
problem involves those out
of state students who have
different state laws than
Ohio"
RIDING bicycles on the
sidewalks is also prohibited,
and applies to juveniles as
well as adults

for academic year
The steering committee of
the Graduate Student Senate
(GSS I Wednesday established the senate's four main
points of concentration for
this year.
A committee will be
formed to look into procedures for selecting
graduate students for
assistantships.
Joseph Glade, steering
committee member at
large, said nothing is really
known about the process
now
The committee will be
looking for possible discrimination in the selection
procedure
Another committee will
examine the possibility of
non-taxable
graduate
student stipends

THE CITY CODE
requires bikes to be licensed
and registered.
Hoffman said it is very
important to register a bicycle "because if it is stolen
and there is no license it's
almost impossible to get it
back "
Bicycles can be registered
at Campus Safety or at the
City Building. 175 W.
WoosterSt. for a »1 fee
If the fee is paid at Campus Safety, half of it will be
used for purchasing bike
racks for the campus.
Maximum fines for violations range from $:I5 for nonregistration to $50 for traffic
violations.
Copies of the bicycle ordinances are available at the
City Building for 15 cents

AT SOME colleges
payment for teaching
assistantships is tax free, as
a grant
However, this University
makes stipends subject to
state and federal taxes by
classifying them as payment
for services

Indian damage costly
WASHINGTON <AP)
Occupying Indians caused
more than $500,000 damage
to the office of the Bureau of
Indian Affairs, government
officials said yesterday.
They estimated that
employees will not be able
to return to work until at
least a week from today.
Inspecting the debrisstrewn four-story building,
investigators found hundreds
of thousands of letters and
other official documents
several inches deep
The General Services
Administration said structural damage of $250,000
includes the cost of

FACT
OR
FICTION?

repairing holes in the walls,
smashed windows, ruined
plumbing, and removing
ni.it iti inn the walls
ANOTHER $250,000 was
estimated to be lost in typewriters, rugs, office furniture and other equipment.
Not included was the cost
of damaged files and broken
Indian paintings, pottery,
baskets and sculptures.
The Indian demonstrators,
numbering about 400 at one
time, took hundreds of documents with them as they left
Wednesday, but Interior
Department spokesmen said
Ihey still don't know which
ones they are.
Departing before a courtordered deadline, some of
the Indians had said the
documents contained
"highly incriminating evi-

INFRA-REDS
%•

You should avoid exercise
during your period.
Fiction! The simple rules of
good health are always important, especially during
your period. Exercise, a
proper diet and a good night's
sleep go a long way toward
relieving menst rual cramps
or preventing them altogether. And remember,
you're not "sick." So there's
no reason not to follow your
normal routine.

There's no odor when you use
Tampax tampons.
Fact. With Tampax tampons.
odor can't form. Odor is noticeable only when the fluid
is exposed to air. With
Tampax tampons, fluid is absorbed before it comes in
contact with air; therefore,
odor cannot form.

Western

The BIA said a handful of
employees were in the
building yesterday to
retrieve property "but most
won't be back until Nov. 17
at the earliest "
One effect, a BIA spokesman said, will be that many
advisory and policy functions will be suspended, perhaps delaying decisions on
many Indian matters.

From the
Sublime to the
Ridiculous

In a
hurry?

- media immunity

A figure

up trw trap* inside Unrvetsity Hall was cap-

tored with a wt«M angle lent. Ha* her class already bagun?

adroit at bringing in money
His campaign is expected to
end up with some $20 million
raised, compared to the $8
million Hubert Humphrey
collected four years ago.
McGovern's managers
have said they expect to be
in the black when the final
tally Is made. This Is a far

LASAT XJF:

"Grand Opening"
NOV. 1st

ALBANY. N.Y. (API President Nixon has indicated that he does not favor
federal legislation "at this

cry from the $9 million debt
the party would up with in
1968
THE INK debt included
some bills of candidates who
lost to Humphrey in the
nomination race, but even if
the party takes on some of
the primary bills this time,
they won't be as high as they
were last time.
The party raised $2.5
million from the telethon
staged during the Democratic National Convention
last July Another slice of
the debt was settled by persuading various creditors to

accept payment of 25 cents
on the dollar.
Meanwhile, the Democratic National Committee
operates on a $1 million
annual budget which officials say is being maintained
on a pay-as-you-go basis
THE KEY to the future is
direct-mail fund raising,
which the party already had
been experimenting with
and which McGovern raised
to undreamed-of IUCCMI
In 1970 the national committee had about 13.000
names on its direct mail
solicitation lists Bv 1972 it

had 70.000 names, but the
telethon added another
300.000
In addition to that.
McGovern has gathered
some 400.000 names on the
lists which largely financed
his campaign Assuming
that the party will fall heir
to these, it could start 1973
with a pool of one million
potential contributors
After the 1964 Republican
election defeat, the GOP
inherited a 150.000-name list
from Barry Goldwater and
built it into a mailing program which raises as estimated 80 per cent of its
budget

U.A.O. - Dad's Day Pub

501 Farnsworth
Waterville
878-7311

Bring your pop to the pub after the game

Cardinal Room - 4:30-8:30 - Nov. 11
Enjoy Beer. Pizza, Popcorn. "Free" Peanuts!!

LOVE'S
THREESOME

You and Your Dad wtfl love it!!!

Falcon Marching Band
Concert
^\^

FEATURING

CANDY JOHNSON - Saxophonist

MONDAY. NOV. 13,1972 8:00 p.m.
University Union - Grand Ballroom
ADMISSION FREE

(RECORDS OF THE CONCERT CAN BE ORDERED)
Single girls can use Tampax
tampons.
Fact. Any girl of menstrual
age who can insert them
easily and without discomfort, can use Tampax
tampons with complete confidence. Follow the easy directions in every package.

Oar My MtsaM la pstMBaj, pa,

SALE 16.99
CHtlSEA WE00ING RINGS

THE SENATE is now
establishing an office in 461
and 463 Student Services
Bldg Office hours will be
posted as soon as volunteer
help is obtained
GSS meetings are held
every two weeks and are
open to all graduate
students

N*wtptMi* by Cn. J. Pud

Democratic finances secure
WASHINGTON (AP) One of the brighter legacies
George McGovern is leaving
the Democratic party from
his disastrous presidential
campaign is the best financial shape the party has
found itself in years.
Despite the trouble
McGovern had getting
votes, he proved amazingly

The committee will look
first to see if the examinations are necessary. If
they are deemed necessary,
the committee will try to
establish a general policy
for all departments to
follow Glade said there are
now many variations in the
examination procedure from
department to department.
Committee members will
be selected from names of
interested students submitted at the meeting

Nixon opposes

Antique Clothing

You should not bathe during
your period.
Fiction! Contrary to superstition, water can't hurt you.
Daily baths or showers are a
must throughout your period.
Shampoo your hair, too. And
don't deny yourself the
chance to go swimming.
Tampax tampons arc worn
internally, so you can swim
anytime.

li
li

dence" against
congressmen.

The committee will be
looking into the methods
used by other schools.
Another committee will
be formed to study preliminary examinations for
doctoral candidates.

SAVE NOW ON LARK
BOOTS REGULARLY $21

PHOTO CLUB
--MEETING MON. NOVEMBER 13

{. •Kuepnakc

Make fast tracks in your new Larks.
Sporty suede uppers for warmth and
comfort. Speed thru the land on the
heavy hiker sole. A must with this
winter's sporty fashions. Navy or
Brown (Suede). 5 - 10 Med.

Wayne Room -- Union
6:00 P.M.--7:00 P.M.

lime" to permit newsmen to
protect the identity of their
sources.
Nixon's views were
expressed in a letter to
Robert G Fichenberg. executive editor of the Knickerbocker News-Union Star and
chairman of the Freedom of
Information Committee of
the American Society of
Newspaper Editors.
THE LETTER, dated
Nov. 4 and received Wednesday, was in response to
questions sent by Fichen_ berg to the major presidential candidates
Nixon wrote that he supports guidelines set by
former Atty. Gen. John N
Mitchell
THEY
REQUIRE
careful consideration" by a
federal prosecutor of each
situation involving information sought from a newsman
by a federal grand jury
They suggest extensive
negotiation with the
newsman and finally, if
necessary, a request for a
subpoena only after express
authorization from the attorney general

FLEA
MARKET
TUES.. NOV. 14
10:30-4:30
STUDENT
SERVICES
FORUM

Friday, November 10, 1972, Th. BG Newt/fofe 7

Challenges societal power structure

Homosexuality: 'erotic rebellion'
"Society sees homosexuality as unnatural, a
sickness, a perversion to
rationalize (or its deeper
fears ."
Dr. Eric I'ansen. political
science professor at
Paverford College. Pa.,
made the statement to a
sexual politics class yesterday while speaking about
"Gav Liberation in the
70s.'
'"Our society ties
masculinity to controlling
femininity." he said.
"Homosexuality, a human
impulse in all of us. breaks
down the masculinefeminine dichotomy."
Dr. Eric HanMn

SOCIETY FEARS homosexuality because it challenges this basic American

Thieu peace plans differ
SAIGON |AP> - A news
paper financed by President
Nguyen Van Thieu's private
secretary reported yesterday that Thieu is now willing
to accept only a partial withdrawal of North Vietnamese
troops into designated
areas.
Other
authoritative
sources reported that Thieu
is prepared to stand fast on
his previous public
demands, including total
withdrawal of Hanoi's
forces from the South, when

l.:H*

Henry A Kissinger's assistant. Gen Alexander M.
Paig. arrives Friday to urge
his acceptance of the draft
peace agreement
THIEU'S OTHER demands include a cease-fire
for Cambodia and Laos as
well as Vietnam, and clarification of the draft agreement's language to insure
that the proposed interim
council to arrange elections
would not be a coalition
government in disguise

FOR ALL

What: Reading Diagnosis and
Mini Speed Reading Lesson
Where: Rm. 115, Education Bldg.

The report that Thieu is
now willing to accept a partial withdrawal was published in Tin Song, which
U.S. officials believe is controlled by the presidential
palace and reflects Thieu's
official position

power structure, he said.
"They see one man surrendering to another.
•"This is the nature of life
in America: people think
that any male who would
surrender himself would
surrender his country."' he
said
"Homosexuals are more
persecuted in America than
anywhere Any society tied
to material accumulation
lends to be puritanical
We're afraid of sexuality.
" Homosexuality is an act
of erotic rebellion. But oddly
enough, homosexuality is
freer eroticism than heterosexuahty
Dr. I'ansen said that
homosexuals don't have
marriage, family and malefemale role play to contend

trying to work out their
impulses vis a vis each
other, rather than trying to
adapt their lifestyles to
societal norms.
"The stereotypical heterosexual relationship is based
on masculine and feminine
roles in a power relationship. What one hates and
fears is forced upon the
sexual partner. The basic
assumption is that the
woman is inferior.
"The sexual act is a
dramatic confirmation of
woman's place in society,"
Dr. I'ansen said.
The basic qualities we
look for in a woman--to be
demure, subordinate-is
what we admired in the
slaves."

with

HE SAID masculine and
feminine stereotypes have
no biological basis, but are
learned through socialization
Because society functions
best if people are
predictable, people have
been taught to think stereo
typically about themselves
and others, he said.
Such stereotypical characteristics allow a male to
extend himself in the outside
world. The female is
expected to define her life in

"They learn to live in
society by understanding
their oppression and
creatively maladjusting."
he said
TO INTERACT in society,
homosexuals have tried two
basic ploys. Dr. I'ansen
said
"The first was to try to fit
into society, to try to look
like the rest of society. It
didn't work
"Now

homosexuals

are

terms of his, to marry and
adopt a vicarious lifestyle
through her husband.
"This limits human
potential, especially in
terms of women." he said.
There is undifferentiated
sexual potential, he said.
Creative growth occurs
when the masculine and
feminine characteristics
stay intension.
"If men have been more
creative, it is because they
have recognized and utilized
both the "masculine" and
feminine' characteristics,"
he said
Dr I'ansen explained the
difference between "gays"
and homosexuals
"A GAY AFFIRMS the
positive qualities of homosexuality. He sees homosexuality as the basis of all
kinds of other creative
growth.
"You don't have to be a
homosexual to be gay.''
Dr.
Hanson
said
lesbianism is an important
personal statement within
the American socio-sexual
caste system.
"For
the
male,
acceptance of homosexuality doesn't have to
change the career choice
For the female, lesbianism

closes the door to her basicway to get into the maledominated society-marriage
"She is thus oppressed as
a homosexual and as a

woman

"As different forms of
sexual behavior are
accepted, bisexuality will
become the norm," Dr.
I'ansen said

Political activists
slate Cleve. rally
Political activists from all
over the country will meet in
Cleveland. Nov 23-26 to
decide upon a course of
action for radical youth now
that the presidential election
is over
Andy Rose, national chairman of the Young Socialist
Alliance. whirh_ is hosting
the event, said "the convention will bring together
young people who speak for
many different facets of the
radicalization of today's
youth-black and Chicann
liberation
fighters,
feminists, gay activists and
student
government
leaders."

Party, are to address a rally
on Knday evening
The four-day convention is
open to all interested young
persons.
Kor more information on
housing, transportation and
scheduling, contact the
Young Socialist Convention
Center. 4420 Superior Ave..
Cleveland. O 44103. I2I6I
391 5553
WOULD YOU LIKE TO EARN
A GOOD INCOME WHEN
YOU ARE YOUNG ENOUGH
TO ENJOY IT AND SIILI
HAVE A CAREER 20 YEARS
FROM TODAY?

Linda Jenness and Andrew
Pulley. 1972 presidential and
vice presidential candidates
for the Socialist Workers

CONGRATULATIONS
TO OUR NEW ACTIVES!

Winthrop Terrace

UA0
BUCKEYE ROOM

NOW RENTING FOR WINTER

DAD SDAY
SPECIAL

BETH COLLINS
DEBBIE HUHN
PEGGY MILLER
KAY NESSELHAUF
NANCY RIDER

Quarter - Rates Start At
$50.00 Per Person For A
2 Bedroom - 2 Full Baths
OFFICE AT WINTHROP SOUTH
352-9135

STUDENT DAD
COMBINATIONS
BOWL 3 GAMES
FOR $1 00

Edward G Murphy. C.l.U.
General Manage of
Toledo Gonoral Offko
for
Now York life Insurance
Company

FROM 12-8 p.m.

will be interviewing gradual
ing students lor salts and
management careers at the
student placement office on
Wednesday. November 15th
Call the placement officer
foi an interview

IN THE BUCKEYE
Room of the Union

An Equal Opportunity
Employor.

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT AVAILABLE

When: Nov. 10 and 14, 3:00-4:00 p.m.
A Service ol the BGSU Reading Center

SISTERS OF ALPHA PHI

OPEN TUES. & THURSDAY TILL 9:00 P.M.

■K

ARE YOU MAN
ENOUGH
TO ASK FOR
ANNIE?
GREEN SPRINGS WINE
BERRY FROST C0UHTRY CHERRY

MADE AND BOTTI.KD HY MT. VAI.I.KY WINK CO.
SAN FRANCISCO. CAI.IK. K.W.£2-AU'.!I% HY VOL

Po«j. l/Thc BO N«w., Friday, Novcmbc* 10, 1972

Major reforms head priority list

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Nixon foresees era of self-discipline
WASHINGTON i API President Nixon foresees an
exciting second term in
which he will press major
reforms for a trimmer
federal government and
foster more self-reliance by
the American people
And he hopes. Nixon said,
to lead the nation out of a
crisis of the spirit- the
whole era of permissiveness"-toward
a new
feeling of responsibility, a
new feeling of self-discipline "

The Washington StarNews quoted Nixon yester
day on his philosophy of
government and his outlook
for the next four years in a
copyrighted story
by
Garnett I)
Corner, its
veteran White I'ouse correspondent
I'orner interviewed Nixon
at San Clemente. Calif . for
nearly an hour last Sunday.
NIXON Khr'hKK hi > only
briefly to the current
Vietnam negotiations "lam

completely confident that
we are going to have a
settlement You can bank on
it." he said
I'c said his second term
will accomplish more than
the first in foreign affairs
because it will build on his
initial steps
I'c spoke lor forthcoming
negotiations concerning
Europe, of more strategicarms cul talks with the
Soviets ol a fresh elfort for
a Midwest settlement
Mainlv Nixon dealt with

KNOWN O-NEGATIVE BLOOD TYPES

WE NEED YOU NOW
This is an emergency
Ttwti for eligibility will be conducted Thursday, Nov. 16, in the
Health Confer

FOR INFORMATION CALL EVELYN KIDD
353-4575
Open heart surgery will be performed on Nov. 22 and it is imperative
that we have blood donors ol this type available Nov 17. 20. 21,22

Information is also available by calling the Toledo Red Cross 24H-Ml

the
domestic
scene,
indicating a conservativehe called
it basically
centrist-course for the next
four years
THE ELECTION
II was settled the day
Democratic Sen. George
McGovern was nominated
for president McGovern's
views "probably did not
represent even a majority of
Democrats They certainly
represented a minority of
the country "
Foreign policyThe second round of U.8.Soviet Strategic Arms
Limitation Talks I SALT I
starting Nov. 22 will be
more important than SALT
I. which produced agreements to limit defensive
nuclear weapons and some
offensive ones.
The Middle East "will
have a very high priority."
U.S. policy toward Cuba will
not change unless Castro
changes his attitude.
Domestic policyI'e will "shuck off" and
"trim down" social programs set up in the 1960s
that he considers massive
failures largely because

FRESH AIR

RECORDING ROCK GROUP

THUR., FRL, SAT.
CHECK

COVER
! MEN $1.00
D EDS 50.

EARLY BIRD SPECIAL
THUR. &FRI. 7:30-9:00

22 BACHELORS

TAXES

"There will
be no
solutions of problems that
require a tax increase..
"I am convinced that the
total tax burden of the
American people, federal,
state and local, has reached
the breaking point. It can go
no higher."
Presidential aidesSome healthy "friction,
competition" between presidential advisor Henry A.
Kissinger and the State

1

III 891 S. MAIN

HiiTimton of

Campus Cytfl Club. 12pm. in front ol Union
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SIM'S

SERVICES OFFERED

WILL IXl TYPING
352 9385

Bowling tlreen School of Self Defense 7»pm. Student
Services Hldg Forum
School of Art. 8pm. 204 Fine Arts Bldg Free illustrated
public lecture by Dr Liuda Alssen ' The Lithuanian
painter-composer Ciurlioms An early modernist'
LOST

PELPWANTED

REWARD gold elgm watch
10 30 72 823-4004

Full <b part time help
wanted Apply in person
Village Inn Piua
Freshmen &
Soph bus
majors
Acquire valuable
experience working as an
advertising salesman lor the
lu; News. 106 University
P,!!

RIDES

COLLEGE STUDENTS

Need ride to Atlanta, Geo
Thanksgiving call 21520
*

need monev" Monlgomerv
Ward
\
Co
require
progressive sales people on
the campus Work your own
hours Obtain commission
on over
130.000 items
Outstanding opportunity lor
person
Apply at
rignt

Needed
Thanks
5663

Montgomery Ward 178 S
Main. Bowling Green Ask
lor Lois Kaulia

Farming

FOfutf)

background.

FMwrMi Firm

Management.
Machinery
repair.
grain-vegetable
production
KFA or 41'
needed for Peace Corps in 57
countries Sign up now in
Placement
Olhce
lor
interviews Nov 1516

Phone

You will find original
Pummels. Pummel plates.
Pummel birds. Pummel
calendar at VATANS 109 N
Main

Monday Nov 13.1972

ride to N J over
Will pay Doug 2

'
"

H

Dr

H( ;si Karate Club. 7 9pm, Student Services Bldg Forum

Ride reeded to New York
Fri. Nov
10 Will share
expenses & driving Call 353
2453 evenings

li

F" -

|Z5

Teachers - Math, Science.
Guidance
Counseling.
Vocational Educ and lnd
Arts.
English. Spanish.
French, Pome Ec needed
lor professional volunteer
positions in Peace Corps and
Vista Sign up for interviews
Nov 15-16 at Placement
Office

LOST key of D blues harp
It took 3 months to break it
in. so please don't stop the
boogie
If you found n.
please call 3&4<9974 The jam
must goon

1

'

1

17

SCKC 1 Student Council for Kuceptional Children 1 3 5pm.
Ice Arena Learning Disabled children will be brought
from Mary Immaculate School Students must pay 75c plus
skate 1 i-ni. 11

Scholl

•> Ho.kcv or jmlf,
III Cordon
II Klirahrth Taylai
role.
IJ fcftayriM

14

Needed empty wine bottles
with baskets Call 372-1527

1 30-4 00pm.

BQBU Scuba Club. 7-9pm. Capitol Room, I'mon
Parian Fisher will speak on Florida diving

exercise sandals

Fiwta.

200

Anachronism.

Sailing Club 7pm 203 Paves I'all

I citn know-

II..II-I-III eleven.
11. <11p.1t ion.
Re.or.i.
Trojan -.>■;•
Strenith.
down.
Farewell ge*lurr
None god.

Recorded Music Service for
parties, dances, receptions
etc 352 7851

Sunday. Nov 12 1972

VOHI It'i'l

Mi»oe.

t TV*a» shrine.
I Slalom.
". T*o-»hccled
vwlrlaa.
6 Kills Christian.
: Where Oadeti. i-.
K Thu-

PERSONALS

Sanctuary Kohl I'all 8 30pm Folk music Free

\lhl I hi' ''^t

I lHal* ii<-.

( nunlry for .1
Roman Jmli<lj\.
Nam« for •■
■ ollern.
Worth.

Hike winter storage pick up
& return Phone 823-ti729

Chess Club. 9am 4pm. Commuter Center. Moseley I'all
Chess lessons. 910am Everyone welcome

li'fls ,||iil left lll.Hl .1 ••kll'l

Printer"- device.

C'.h) »n ike <»k.

Wanted waitresses and or
delivery men
Apply in
person
1004
S
Main
Pagliai s

Saturday Nov 11,11*72

enough toi your*

TM.

1 Biblical verb.

CLaSSIFIED -*•*

Geology Club. 12 noon. "0 Overman Pall
activities

Societv for Creative
Moseley I'all

I- 11.1.itn!

DOWN

Darken.

LUCAS. WHO favors abortion, is a lawyer actively involved in abortion legislation and has worked in 30 states to
alter abortion statutes He has also filed briefs which are
scheduled to be adjucated by the Supreme Court in its next
term.
Noonan. who opposes abortion, is the author of two books
"Power to Dissolve" and "Morality of Abortion "
Panelists joining Buckley and his guests in their discus
sion of the controversial issue will be Anne Evans, president
of the Students United for Life. Dr William Marks, a gynecologist, and Judy Svsers of the Abortion Action Coalition

CAMPUSCALENDAR

Alter .ill. wh.it s e;ootl enough tor

|,II.

or bird.

'

Karri* survey polls and the pros and cons of abortion laws
are two topics to be given special attention this weekend bv
WBGU. Channel 70
Louis Harris, whose surveys appear in newspapers across
the country, will discuss the impact and accuracy of preelection polls on WBGU-TV today at 1 p.m
He will be addressing the National Press Club Luncheon in
Washington. DC over member stations of the National
Public Radio Network

mi»

their lej'.s .nul I eel should be good

I'ira**n or

Gel away.

surveys, abortion

Friday Nov 10.1972
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Actress Novak.
Adam's third.
Witty reply.
Frugality.
Preripilou*.
Fine.
~Marbeth."
for one

HuHth \lri.aii
author.

WBGU to discuss

Some of the best legs
we know are wintering in Scholl
Exercise Sandals this year.

Ihrv Mono, lo the U.S l»ki YVMW
hul llicv toiiKI belong lo von
I Ltrulv iinvonc * .irvs mow .IIMHII

wffkt,
"t8 Liberal
59 Hawaiian
neckpiece.
60 "It pays to _
62 Bronze
medalisl'i place.
64 Four in Wien.
6"» Rochester's
waterfront.
66 Soldier's
vacation.
67 River into the
Danube.
*iK Van'i oppo-itr.
M SlHM MHWM

Storyteller.

Branue.
Word »itli

war pod.
Fan of a pub
fame,
ndigent.
Item for a
medicine chest.
Part of a pinkh
Close, as an
envelope.
Junior or
senior _ .
Marian.
Tolstoi heroine.
Brilliant stroke.
Heavenly bear.
I
in- name
in Bonn.
Munarrli.
Rivet of

SO Treks for Scouts
f>2 Famous.
In Like certain

Sierra
,
California tjnur,

HARRIS' ADDRESS will concern the attention given the
voter surveys during the campaign
Public opinion polls this year have been subjected to
attacks by candidates who question the validity of the samplings and have complained that some surveys have swayed
voter opinion by giving erroneous impressions concerning
political issues and public support of candidates
Abortion Laws-Pro and Con-will be discussed by two experts plus a panel of three activists on William K Buckley's
"Firing Line," Sunday at 7 p m
Buckley's two guests will be Roy Lucas, executive director of the California Population Law Center, and Professor
John T Noonan Jr., a law instructor at the University of
California at Berkeley.

— DANCE TO THE MUSIC —

NEW MANAGEMENT
NEW PRICES
GROUP TEA TIMES

Department, and advisor
John Ehrlichman and the
domestic agencies is going
to continue. "That is the
way it is going to have to be
with them or their successors."
Political campaignsThey are too long and they
"bore people to death."
Shorter campaigns would be
better
for
presidential
candidates "because we
don't want to wear our
people down lo a frazzle
before they lake on the awesome responsibilities of this
position."

they just "threw money at
the problems "

Copr '72 Gen'I Feature* Coip

ACROSS
'HI .i- prices.
Rumple.
<iB.trti-.li
Bohemian dance.
On one's toes.
Lohengrin'* wifr.
Bit!

Weekly earnings male and
lemale
Blood
Plasma
Donor Center 610 Monroe St
Toledo. Ohio Pr Mon-FnB
5 Open Thurs niles till 9pm
ph 255-3535
Business majors • BA-MBA.
Accounting.
Marketing.
Management
needed for
professional
volunteer
positions in Vista Sign up
now in Placement for
interviews Nov 15-16

This Xmas give ol yourself
to those you love Portraits
Unlimited Photography 352
9227

AX NEOS WANT TO GO
ACTIVE
Can't do a thing with your
Had' Try the Dads Day
Polka Party It will smooth
split ends and make your
Dad soft and manageable'
SatS-lZNov Uth

Congrats
big IVbbie on
your Alpha Xi • Sigma Alpha
Kpsilon pinning' I'm so
happy lor you' LOVC little
Diane

\\ \KOS WANT TO GO
rtCTIVE
Dear Abbey I'm tired of
doing the same old thing
every Sal night Where can 1
turn ' Signed Beerly Beloved
Beerlv Beloved
Trv the
Dad s Day Polka Party Sat
Nov Uth from 812. its good
for what ails you Tickets
$1 50 per sale. SI 75 at door

Pelp wanted - EvIVV's and
Vista vote Contact Gene
Myers
352-0968
anytime
after 4pm
Suzanne happy 18'
You
(inallvgot vourownID L&L
Bev
To my sweet roommate.
Rej Congrats on becoming
an active DZ' Love, Laurie
The Fuuies are so thrilled
lo be in the house on the hill
Xi love and ours
The
Roaring Twenty

When will the university
meet the needs of the Polish
minority namely - Polish
food. Polish music. Polish
dances and Polish jokes''
Saturday
Nov
11th
at
Founders Cafeteria from $•
12 Tickets $1 50 pre sale.
$175 at door

Mini strobe candles 25c. 5Sl H.m.bu incense 75c - 20
sticks Bamboo cig holders
4»c /en. 904 K Wooster bv

TO'l
4 tubeless. blackwall Vega
tires Size A-78 13 Call 3721939
ask
for
Dim
Reasonably priced
Kit nil King sued water
bed. safety liner frame and
pad Call Pat 352-7023

For sale sewing machine
like new $30 353 3902
3 vr old quarter
tvpe
gelding
Blood bav
Well
broke Gentle $500 3520697
For sale 2 VW wheels with
tires $12 353 3902
For sale 66 Karmen Ghia.
body good shape, engine,
rebuilt. $500 Call Dick 3520948 or 3524953
1 or 2 male roommates
needed or complete apt for
rent Call 352-7741

1 F rmte
352-6106

rtr qtr only Call

I F rmte $55 mo 2nd St
Call Sandv 352*311 after 5
Needed I F roommate Ridge
Manor Apt 60 per mo Call
Cindy or Susan 352-7166
For rent
10x50 mobile
home
in
Portage
$125 month,
utilities not
included ph 686-2575 after
6pm
lbdrmfurnapt Ph 352-0631
after 5pm

Apt - 5 rooms avail immed
for one person $100 mo
Call Rose 352-0897 or 3722537

To
our
fifth
roomie,
congrats on making Pike
Vice Pres Victory Party
Dec 2' Your roomies at Apt
3

Large house near campus
for rent $250 mo The Putch
Pet Shop 354 9603

AX NEOS WANT TO GO
ACTIVE

Come to Greenview Apis I &
2 bedrooms available Low
rales Stop on bv or call 3521195

FOR SALE OR RENT

Classifieds get results
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leers encounter first
league opposition
By Fre<i R Ortlip
Sports Editor
"I can't help but think the
road record (will be what
decides the conference this
year), predicted hockey
coach Jack Vivian.
With that in mind. Vivian's club embarks on its
first Central Collegiate
Hockey Association series
this weekend when the
Falcons travel to Sault Ste.
Marie. Mich., to play new
league member Lake
Superior State.
Game times are 8:30 p.m
today and 8 p m tomorrow
THE FALCONS, rated
eighth in the country, are
going against the NAIA
champion Lakers who are

coming off a split with
CCKA team St Louis last
weekend
Bowling Green split with
Notre Dame last weekend,
winning 9-5 and losing 9-3
The Falcons need at least
a split to keep pace with
Lake Superior and St Louis.
"If we win two. we will
have done something St
Louis couldn't do." said
Vivian. St Louis won. 4-3.
but lost. 7-3.

year We've got to do it ourselves."
Vivian said the CCKA
champ can lose only three or
four games this season
Not many teams will
lose to Ohio U I can't help
but think it 11 be the road
record
It used to be you
could play 500 on the road
and win at home to pl&ce on
top, but now you've got to
play better than 500 and still
win all your home games.

"WE'RE GOING to finish
with Lake Superior Dec 9
and we can't afford to
falter.'' he said "Last year
we were world beaters at
first but at the end needed
help to finish on top. We
didn't get any help last year
and don't expect any this

THIS WILL BE the second
trip to Sault Ste Marie for
the Falcons who lost. 4-3 and
7-2. to the Lakers two years
ago in their bandbox arena
Last season the Falcons
stopped l.ssc at ttie Ice
Aiena. 4-3 and 6-1 BG goaltender Don Boyd got his first
starts in those games and
played superbly

Hockey team ranks
8th in national poll
The Bowling Green
hockey team's long fouryear hike to national recognition became a reality
earlier this week when Jack
Vivian's club was voted to
the country's Top 10 list.
On the strength of its 9-5
victory over Western
conference stronghold Notre
Dame, the Falcons were
rated in a tie for eighth with
Colorado College, also of the
WCHA.
THE POLL, conducted by
a Hancock. Mich . radio station, is decided each week
by four Eastern and four
Western
conference
coaches, along with two
Central conference coaches,
including Vivian

"Four years ago when we
first became a team, we had
to be considered one of the
bottom teams. Vivian said
"Even if it i the Top 10)
lasts for a short period, it's
certainly got to be gratifying
from my standpoint and
doubly so to the players Its
through their efforts that we
made it "
Wisconsin is the top team
with 69 votes and Michigan
Tech iwhich plays BG Nov.
24-251 is second with 67
"All you have to do is keep
winning to stay there."
Vivian said if we ran hold
our position this weekend,
we could move up against
New llampuhire i next
weekend I and really move
up against Micr'-inTech "■
ORTLIP

Vivian will be counting on
him again this weekend with
Terry Miskolczi unavailable
ihe's getting married' The
BG coach concedes that he's
worried about being shorthanded in goal

goals against average in two
games.
THE LAKERS ALSO have
a reputation for hitting. In
their 7-3 win over St Louis,
the Lakers physically
thrashed the Billikens all
evening
With that in mind. Vivian
will be taking along rookie
defenseman
Kevin
MacDonald. a raw-boned.
6'2". 190-pounder, for added
protection
Bob Dobek. who scored
two goals in the team's
opener, including the winner, returns to the lineup
after missing Sunday's loss
to Notre Dame due to a
bruised knee
He'll center a line with
Ger.y Bradbury and Mike
Bartley Gord Mct'osh
centers a line with Steve
Ball and Pete Badour while
Rich Nagai and Bob Watson
will flank John Stewart
Roger Archer-AI Leitch.
Chuck Gyles-Brian Celentano and Jim t,ocheadMacUunald are the defensive combinations

Save

Notre Dame goalie Chris Cathcart stops a shot taken by Bowling Green's Mike
Bartley (18) in last Friday's 9-5 win over the Fighting Irish at the Ice Arena. The
Falcons, rated eighth in the nation, travel to lake Superior State for a weekend
series.

"DON'S GOT TO do it
both nights." he said.
"That's all there is to it. Jim
iMunch. a freshman) isn't
quite ready for this cnliber
of competition He'? been
improving but for so much
as he's teamed, he's Just not
ready "
Miskolczi will be back in
time for the New Hampshire
series next weekend at the
Ice Arena
Julio Francella. Gene
Motuzas. Bill Stewidgi- and
Larry Myers are Lake
Superior's leading scorers
thus far. The Falcons also
must face College Division
All-Aineiican goaltender
Don Muio. who has a 3.5

"Taking it all togetherperformance, features, styling,
the BSR 810 moves into ranking
place among the best automatics
we know of. And at its price,
the others may well be in
for a real contest."
From HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE May, 1972

Maybe the way to change the world
is to join a large corporation.
The BSR 810 olfers an impressive group ol design innovations
for music lovers ... for professional users of transcription
turntables ... and lor the audiophile who revels in sophisticated
high fidelity equipment It has the tightest specitications for rumble, wow and flutter of any automatic turntable made. We would
be pleased to send you detailed technical specs upon request.
As a matter ol fact, few-if any-automatic turntable manufacturers publish complete specifications as we do. Only your
personal inspection can reveal the overall excellence of this fine
instrument. May we suggest a visit to your BSR dealer.

BSR
BSRIUSAI ITO.BIauvell N V 109IJ

We don't make a lot of noise, but this is when- it's
really happening. You see, n large corporation like Is ml ak h;is
the resources nnd the skill to make this world a little more decent place to live. And we intend to do wh.it we can to »pp
thnt this is exactly what happens.
Take our home city, Rochester. New York for example. We cut water pollution in the (ienesec River l>y using
natural bacteria to dispose of unnatural wastes. We cut air
pollution by using electrostiitic predpitntora in n new combustible waste disposal facility. We hel|ied set up ;i black
enterprise program in downtown Rochester, and we've been
experimenting with film as a way to train Imth teachers and
students - including some students who wouldn't respond to
anything else.
And we didn't stop with Rochester. Kodak is involved
in 47 countries all over the world. Actively involved.

Why? Because it's good business. Helping to clean
the GeneseC River not only U-nofils society, hut helps proled another |»ossil>le source for the clean water we need to
make our film. Our conilmstililc waste disiiosal facility not
only reduces pollution... hut jusl ilboul pays for itself in
heal and power production and silver recovery. Our black
enterprise program not only provides an opportunity for the
economically disadvantages!. .hut helps stabilize- coiiimimilies in which Kodak can operate and grow. And distributing
cameras and film to teachers and students nut only helps
motivate the children, hut hcl|is create a whole new market.
In short, it's simply good business And we're in business In make a profit. Hut in furthering our business interests.
we also further society's interests.
Aiul that's gix>d. Afler all. our business de|iends on
society. So we care wliat happens to it.

Kodak
More than a business.
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Await Kent-Miami outcome

Falcons close home season
By Dan Casseday
Assistant Sports Editor

ItWnplwfS BW «MV VUrtf^m

Fieihman kicker Don Taylor (6) combines
with quarterback and holder Joe Babict (15)
to add more points on the board for the
Falcons.

Another BG
nosedive?
By Fred R. Ortlip. Sports Editor
The primary question facing Howling Green's liHitball
team tomorrow in its meaningless battle against Dayton is
this Will the Falcons pull another 1971 nosedive''
You'll remember, painfully, the end of last season when
DG flopped so badly against Marshall. Xavier and Dayton
after coming very close to winning the Mid-American Con
ference championship
THE TEAM FINDS itself in a similar position this week
against the Flyers BG no longer controls its own late in the
conference That's up to Miami and or Toledo, one of which
has to beat Kent if the Falcons are to win the MAC
championship and a trip to the Tangerine Howl
Perhaps we'll see what this Falcon team is made ol
The mark of a championship loolhall club is how it
handles itself in meaningless games This is BG's first
"nothing' match since the 1971 crash landing
In my opinion, if the Falcons lose to Dayton tomorrow,
they won't be very representative of an MAC football
champion
Providing, of course Miami heals Kent State Hut then
that is almost academic

With the league season
over, can the Falcons fight
complacency and get up for
a non-conference opponent?
That's the problem confronting the Bowling Green
football players as they prepare to take on the last 1972
home opponent, the Dayton
Flyers, in a Dad's Day game
at Perry Field tomorrow at
1:30 p.m.
As in the last five years.
the Flyers have a team with
a mediocre record 14-4-11.
Nonetheless, the past two
seasons Dayton has forgotten its so-so record when
.playing BG
In 1970 the Flyers opened
the Falcons' season with a
14-14 tie Last year Dayton
put the crushing blow to
BG's season-ending tailspin
with a 26 Id upsel in the final
game
Falcon coach Don Nehlen
said in practices this week
he hasn't let his players for
get the loss
They've been reminded
of it. if their memories are
short.'' he said
Nehlen said there's been a
new dedication this year
with the "second season"
lhat began with the Marshall
victory two weeks ago
"It's not like last year."
he said
LAST SEASON IK. lost
three of its last four games,
all against non league foes.
But Nehlen said things will
IK- different the rest of this
season
"I don't see us letting
down.' he said The fifthyear Falcon mentor said BG
has been getting stronger
and better as the season has
gone along
Dayton coach John McVay
agreed thai Nehlen will try
to keep the Falcons from
concentrating on the progress of Ihe Kent StateMiami contest instead of the
game at hand with the
Flyers
If the Redskins beat Kent
at Miami tomorrow. BG
automatically wins the MidAmerican Conference and a
trip to Ihe Tangerine Bowl
Dec 29 against an at-large
team

"We don't anticipate them
i the Falcons I to be a bit
complacent." McVay said
"They're a good, well-oiled
machine."
I.'owever. Nehlen said he
thinks Dayton will be in a
similar frame of mind for
the Falcons f.'e said McVay
probably told the Flyers
they're coming up i to BG i
to play the best team on
their schedule.
"Dayton will come up
here to play us 110 per
cent." Nehlen said "I told
our kids that very few ol
them played well down there
last year "
A year ago BG played like
Dayton's stadium clock and
scoreboard, which were oul
of
operation
throughoul
most of the contest

"Whitehead scored three
touchdowns last week And
our freshman field goal
kicker (Greg Schwarben
has 10 field goals this
season '
The Flyers' attack is as
balanced statistically as
McVay implies, with 1.020
yards passing and 1,315
yards rushing Schwarber
leads the team in scoring
with 44 points
The defense, which allows
an average ol 17 points a
game, is led by defensive
back Dwight Mosley and
captain-linebacker Jake
Burkhardt Mosley is tied
lor the nation's lead in inter-

Denny
Whitehead
is
adequate
Whitehead has gained 505
yards and scored five touchdowns on 132 carries
McVay said the Flyer
attack is more varied this
year, with less concentration on running and
more on all phases of the
game
We're nol overwhelming
in any one department."
McVay said "Ken Polke
our quarterback, has thrown
lor over 1.000 yards We've
got a split end in l.arry
Nickels, who holds the
school record for receptions
and yardage

Ticket information

PAUL MILES was held to

Tickets for tomorrow s
Dads Day lootball game
against Dayton at Perry
Field will lie mi sale until 5
p m today al Ihe Memorial
I'all ticket office
Tickets will also be sold at
ihe stadium gate tomorrow,
beginning at II a m Gales
will open al noon
Dad's Day special tickets
priced at $5 each, permit

his lowest rushing total ol
the season-47 yards in Id
carries-after sustaining an
injury
The Flyers ground out the
victory by running star back
Gary Kosins as much as pus
sible. Kosins graduated, bul
his replacement, tailback

parents ol sludents to sit in
the west side student sec
lion Visiting student tickets
priced at $3 and BG studenl
tickets selling lor $1 are also
available
A hockey ID tickel
exchange foi nexl weekend s
series with New Hampshire
will begin Monday morning
at 8 a m al Ihe Memorial

Pall ticket office

Everything is on the line
lor Bowling Green's cress
country team, as it ventures
into the NCAA-dislncI four
qualifier tomorrow
The six mile race, to be
held al BG. is one of eight
national qualifiers tor the
NCAA tournament
Twenty live mid western
schools will be vying lor
three remaining spots in the

linals. which will be held in
Pouslon. Tex on Monday.
No\ 211
The district four qualifier
actually holds live berths for
Ihe linals
However. Big Ten champ.
Indiana University and MAC
champ Miami University
have already qualified for
ihe linals by virtue ol their
respective
conference
championships

ALONG WITH the team

qualifications, there will be
10 individual spots at stake
Craig Macdonald and
Tracy Elliott of Bowling
tireen
have already
qualified for the finals by
placing second and third,
respectively, in the MAC
championships
The meet will determine
whether the
Falcons
compete this year as a team
in the NCAA tournament
Depending on whether
we qualifv. the season is

Ed McCoy is still awaiting
his chance to play, as he put
it. "big time football "
The ex-Firelands Pigh
School star admitted that
getting a chance to prove
himsell is tough
I have given my best
effort lo deserve a chance,
bul all I can do now is wail
for my break." M<<"oy said

Flyers' McVay has
consistent' team

Tailrxitk Paul Miles (29), who needs only 134 more yards lo

Tailback

,,tKh

' °°°,o',he i'a,°n

,o|| w

° »

,he

wot^ng of quid.

guard Bob Martin, (62) as quarterback Joe Babki (15)
watches in the Bowling Green triumph last weekend.

either on or it's off. s.iul
BG coach Mel Brodt.
Excluding Indiana and
Miami, the Falcons biggest
opponents will be Eastern
Michigan. Ball State and
Southern Illinois
MOST OF the major
colleges in the Mulwesl will
be represented All of Ihe
MAC and all of the Big Ten
Schools except for Purdue
and Northwestern will
compete
SchiHils represented In-

dude Butler. Cincinnati, DePaul, Illinois Stale Indiana
State, Loyola. Notre Dame
and Northern Illinois
The lop individuals in the
race are considered by most
experts to be Big Ten
medalist Glenn Herold ol
Wisconsin and MAC champ

and Steve Dantoiih ol
Bowling tireen are also
thought lo be lop con
lenders Brodl said all three
arc health) and ready to
run
li.uilorlh has been suite! mg from a lool injury bul
Brodt believes he II be full)

tionly Mint)
Michigan

recovered.

oi

Eastern

Other top contenders are
Pat Mandera and Steve
Peidenriech ol Indiana. Al
Polter and Bob Keel ol
Miami. Keilh Brown of
Mulligan Jim Stanley ol
Cincinnati and John St John
ol Southern Illinois
MACDONALD.
BlllOtl

The team is all pretty
healthy and should be able to
run well I haven't noticed
any sniffles, but with the
weather the way il is one
can never tell." Brodt said
Tomorrow's meet is the
lirst of its kind in the NCAA
and will begin al 11 a in al
Whitaker track

"JUST THE GUY with the ball, mainly, he said Bowling
Green likes lo lake Ihe ball and control it They like to run il
You can't minimize their passing like the papers try to
do." he added "We've played BG for a long lime and they
like |o throw the key passes
You know, he commented "we might have the honor of
playing the Tangerine Bowl representative! back-to-back
with Bowling Green this week and East Carolina nexl
week
The Mid American Conference is scheduled to play an atlarge team in the Tangerine Bowl this year bul McVay said
he thinks Ihe MAC winner will once again play the Southern
Conference champion as in Ihe four years previously
McVay was non committal whether he was counting on
momentum, possibly gained from consecutive victories over
Virginia Military Institute and Xavier. to carry the Flyers
over Bt;
\ll he would say was Nothing succeeds like success "•■

CASSEDAY

Bargain time Sunday Opemnq (ill / 30 Adm $1 per person

OPEN FRI, SAT & SUN.0NLY
JOIN OUR POLAR BEAR CLUB
FOR FREE ADMISSIONS

■j

SUPtR HOI IN CAR (1ECIRIC Mill I US Inptroiuh

- SHOWN AT 7:30-A FRANK OVICH PBCXXJCTION

victory Pis statistics were
even more impressive as he
completed nine ol 14 passes
lor 173 yards and two touch

downs and ran for one score
himself
IF MCCOY is currently

INDEED HE HAS given
football his best effort
From the obscurity of a
walk on who
lelt like
quilting last spring." McCoy
has moved himself to varsity punter 2nd team safety
and 2nd team quarterback
On Monday. Easy" Ed
was summoned al noon to
dress for the junior varsitygame at 1 p m McCoy
promptly came off the bench
in the fourth quarter to lead
the Falcons to a 22-21 comefrom-behind victory
In the game McCoy looked
like a seasoned veteran as he
ran and threw the Falcons to

This late in the season,
you just go with what's been
good for you. he said
Despite what he says.
Nehlen probably is more
interested in the KentMiami result than if the
Falcons can win a non-conference game I'owever. he
didn't try to predict a winner
in that battle
Our league has gone to
the point that it's like pro
football." he said
You
better nol bet

THE FLYERS HAVE played three common opponents of
the Falcons They beat Marshall. 39-0. and lost to Miami. 347. and Toledo. 2017 BG beat all three by nine points or
more
McVay said. "We had » good running game against
Toledo We used an unbalanced offensive line That's what
we'll u«c againsl Bowling Green We'll also throw more
than we did against Toledo "
McVay said he thinks the Falcons are best al running the
ball, but he said they're also strong overall.
They have two super backs, he noted One offensive
guard Fred Stun is dangerous The defense comes off the
line and screams at you
Will McVay key the Flyers on any Falcon offensive
players"

McCoy waits for Nehlen's call
By Sieve Hlavac

THE FALCON offense, as
usual, will be led by running
backs Miles and Phil Polak
Polak has 664 yards on the
season, averaging 5 4 yards
a carry, and Miles has 866
yards and a 4 6 yards-perrush average
In each of the last two
games. Miles has gained
more yards rushing than the
total offense produced by
opponents
Marshall
and
Ohio University
Defensive leaders are
linebackers John Villipiano
and Joe Kussell. with 135
and
105
tackles,
respectively
Nehlen said the injury list
remains
the
same
Defensive end Bill Montne
out for most of the season,
will undergo a knee operation next week
Quarterback
Held
Lamport will miss the rest
of Ihe regular season with a

nerve problem in his back,
last week described as a
pinched nerve in his pelvis.
Joe Babies will start at
quarterback for the second
week in a row with Ed
McCoy and Pal Watz
backing him up
McVay said the Flyers
will have to stop Polak and
Miles in order to win. but he
didn l claim to have any
special offensive surprises
for BG tomorrow

Dayton football tutor John McVay must get the feeling at
times that he's in some kind of a groove
In eight years of coaching the Flyers. McVay's teams
have won 33 games, lost 35. and tied three For the last two
years Dayton has hovered around the 500 level, and
tomorrow the Flyers visit Perry Field with a 4-4-1 mark
McVay said the Flyers are a consistent team this year,
despite a record that's risen, fallen and risen again before
tomorrow's game
Were < Dayton i not up and down so much as our
opponents varying in strength." he said

Harriers get final NCAA opportunity
By Ed Hobson
Staff Writer

ceptions with eight

N. w.pK.1. by V...r, I Hanawu

Cheerleader Chris Mahler appears happy
with the proceedings during last weekend's
17-0 victory over Ohio U.

alternating with Pal Wat] as
the second team varsity
quarterback, why was he
overlooked in the Marshall
game when the first two
quarterbacks ■ Babies and
Lamport i were hurt'
"My ball handling was not
sound and I was erratic in
practice the week before, so
the coaches had to go with
Pal." McCoy said
Even though he was overlooked in the Marshall
game. McCoy hasn I given
up hope
"I would like to play
quarterback because this
was my goal, but I would
like to play where I can help
the team the most, he said
MCCOY'S CHANCES of
playing quarterback are
dimmed by the fact that he
has to split the practice time
with the defensive unit
Does he think he can do
the job as varsity quarterback''
"I think I could but I
really don't know That is
what I would really like to
lindoul. he said
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-21 AND OVER
LEGAL BEVERAGES SERVED
-KING SIZE COCKTAILS

OMAR
JEAN-PAUL
SHARIF BELMONDO
DYAN CANNON

945 S. MAIN

SHOWN FRI. t SAT. NIGHTS
The Ultimate thnlltr

THE
ANDERSON
TAPES

SOMETHING DIFFERENT
STEAK HOUSE AND PUB

3rd BONUS FEATURE
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Starring Sean Connery

Phis The Academy Award Wienieg Cartoon "Creech Bird"

